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MISSION STATEMENTS
Seattle Vocational Institute (SVI)
provides students with workplace
competencies that lead to indemand, sustainable employment
and livable wages. We ensure
opportunities for academic
achievement through workforce
preparation, lifelong learning and
basic skills and literacy education,
especially for underserved and
under-represented individuals,
by creating professionaltechnical programs and learning
environments that are accessible,
diverse, responsive and innovative.
As an open-access learning
institution, Seattle Colleges
prepares each student for success
in life and work, fostering a diverse,
engaged, and dynamic community.

INTRODUCTION
SVI provides important educational and workforce development
opportunities to a high need population. However, SVI faces significant
challenges related to its physical building, enrollment, and finances. SVI is
one of the programs of Seattle Colleges. The SVI building is located at the
corner of 22nd and Jackson Street in Seattle’s Central District, and some of
its educational programs have been relocated recently to the Pacific Medical
Tower.

SVI PROGRAMS
SVI offers eight programs:
• Basic and Transitional Studies – SVI campus
• Pre-Apprenticeship Construction Training – SVI campus
• Dental Assistant – Pacific Tower
• Medical Assistant – SVI campus
• Medical Administrative Assistant – SVI campus
• Phlebotomy – SVI campus
• Cosmetology – Siegel Center
• Computer Support Technician – SVI campus

PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
The purpose of this study is for Seattle Colleges to engage with
stakeholders and partners to make a decision regarding the future of
the SVI building and education programs.
This study will define the outcome that will best serve the SVI
neighborhood and mission.

HISTORY OF THE SEATTLE VOCATIONAL INSTITUTE
The original SVI building was constructed in 1966 as
a four-story instructional facility and called the Seattle
Opportunity Industrialization Center (SOIC). SOIC
was built using federal money to support a 1960s-era
initiative aimed at providing short term employment
training for inner city residents, especially those who had
not obtained their high school diplomas or had barriers
to employment. The existing building was renovated and
expanded with two additional floors in 1982.
SOIC’s diversified funding and its accreditation saved
the school from the financial collapse experienced at the
beginning of the 1980s by many similar institutions, but
it could not survive the federal government’s rapid and
drastic funding cutbacks around 1983 and 1984. Efforts
continued for another two years but on September 25,
1986, SOIC filed for bankruptcy.

In 1990, Washington State took over the institution.
The State Legislature gave Seattle Colleges control of
the building and the job training and basic education
programs operating there. At that point the building and
programs were renamed as SVI.
In recent years the programs operating in this building
have seen decreasing enrollment. Budget challenges
created a backlog of deferred maintenance. One of the
programs with highest enrollment, Dental Assistant, was
moved to Pacific Medical Tower. This move contributed to
vacancy in the SVI building.
In 2014, SVI updated their strategic plan, which identified
several initiatives to revitalize the programs and building.
As the challenges to SVI have mounted, Seattle Colleges
is changing focus to initiate a process to engage local and
state stakeholders and partners in thinking about what
this building and this site can do for the community.

SVI HISTORICAL TIMELINE
1966

SOIC building incorporated

1974

SOIC building dedicated

1982

SOIC building renovation

1983/84

Federal government funding cutbacks drastically cut
SOIC operations and maintenance budget

1986

SOIC files for bankruptcy

1987

Washington Institute of Applied Technology (WIAT)
established

1991

WIAT ownership transferred to SCC and renamed SVI

2007

Enrollment drops, likely due to recession
and rebound

2014

SVI Strategic Plan outlines initiatives to revitalize
building and programs

2016

Dental Assistant program moves to Pacific
Medical Tower

2018

Strategic Asset Management Planning process

CHALLENGES
Since 2007, SVI has experienced declining program enrollment. Several factors are believed to contribute to this
decline. Internally, the building itself has not been maintained over the years and has fallen into disrepair. Externally,
there are many other workforce development programs that offer education opportunities similar to those of SVI.
Additionally, gentrification has displaced much of the African American population in the Central District that SVI was
designed to serve.
SVI Enrollment Change (2010-2016)
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PROJECT APPROACH
Define the Problem. Engage stakeholders to define challenges, build a shared
understanding, and work to address them.
Define Success. Collaborate with the Advisory Committee and the community to establish a
shared set of goals and a common vision for a successful future.
Explore Opportunities. Think broadly and in terms of both education and community
interests to explore potential options for the future of SVI programs and the physical facility.
Evaluation of Options. Establish criteria and evaluate options to provide a transparent
platform for decision making.
Implementation. Explore opportunities for partnerships and creative funding to turn ideas
into reality.
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